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Hello Ladies and Gentlemen, this is Rod. We’re going to talk about a timeline here. I
want to give you information and I want you to make your own decisions regarding it.
We’re going to talk about how what we thought was a government switched over to
become a corporation. We need to go back into our own history, to when this country
was formed and the constitution was created and the amendments were created. We need
to come up to the time period of around 1867. Our “government”, as history shows, puts
things into play years before they commit a crime. There has to be remedy – something
needs to be put in place – before they commit a crime.
If we go back and look at the Reconstruction Act f 1867, shortly after the Civil War, the
Federal Government walked into the states at gunpoint, and told them “this is how you’re
going to do it. You’re going to relinquish your state sovereignty and you’re going to
become part of the federal government, like it or not. And if you don’t do it then you’re
going to be executed.”
Now if you were to look at previous case laws before 1867 it showed that when there
were issues with the government, the states told the government “you have no subject
matter; you have no jurisdiction, because we’re independent. We’re sovereign, therefore
we don’t have to follow your rules.” Some of the old case laws that we’ve ran across in
the past confirms this. But when they did the Reconstruction Act of 1867, the
government came in and put a stop to that. They stripped the states of the sovereignty
and made them swear a loyalty to the federal government. When they did this they
already had the 14th amendment in mind, which came in 1868. The problem is, the
American people have been dumbed down, given a false history, and they’ve been
complacent – just accepting things the way they are. Back when the federal government
took over in 1867 the people did rebel, but they didn’t have a choice because the state
officials were either to agree or get executed and replaced by someone who would agree.
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We have been taught to believe that the 14th amendment freed the slaves and gave them
rights and equal protection. What they failed to notice is how sections 2 and 3 placed
government offices within 14th amendment – it brought those offices under servitude in
order to take on that citizenship. This is very significant because at that time all the states
were legitimate states – some of them had constitutions. Then in order for them to hold a
position as a government they had to recognize that 14th amendment, and this is within a
significant time frame because that amendment was passed in order to form a
government.
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Let’s move up to 1871, what happened then? Now that it had all of the states under the
14th amendment, and they had all of the governments under the Reconstruction Act of
1867 that they were forced into at gunpoint, the government decided to create an
independent 10 mile square that is neither a state, nor has accepted the 14th amendment
government. And this was never presented to the people.
The constitution under article 4, section 3, says that they can created a state within a state
– it doesn’t say that they can create a corporation within a state and then take it out of the
states. It doesn’t say that they can create a territory and then take it out. It says they can
create a state provided it was agreed to. This was a twist of words on their side of the
fence – it was a manipulation. When they created that 10 mile square, in defiance of the
constitution, they created a corporation – that’s what they call it in the Act of 1871. They
called it a corporation – a municipality. It is a municipality that can sue and be sued.
What’s the significance? It is this: under the 1867 Reconstruction Act, the states were
forced out of their sovereignty, and under the 14th amendment they were required to take
the 14th amendment government standing with regards to the federal government. Up to
that time period, the federal government was sitting in Georgetown Alexandria
Washington, in that vicinity. They were still part of the state, so the government still had
a 14th amendment standing because the state did, but once they took it out of the state and
created that district, they left behind that 14th amendment standing and took on a
separate standing of a corporation.
The people don’t realize this has happened because on the 2nd of November on Election
day we have a constitutional form of government... from 9 AM to 9 PM! And they’ll tell
you, “we’re going to have an election and you’re going to elect your public
representative! It’s constitutional, so you have a constitutional form of government”…
This is true from 9 am to 9 pm when the people vote. The rest of the time, we’re under a
corporation.
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We’re not thinking on these terms because we have been desensitized and dumbed down
on these matters. If we stop and think about what happened, we see that when they
created that corporate district in 1871 they actually walked out of that 14 th amendment
government standing and went into a corporation beyond the peoples knowledge and
understanding. When our schools talk about the 14th amendment they only talk about how
it freed the slaves – they don’t talk about sections 2 or 3, or about the government
standing.
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As we go forward through history we come to the history of our currency. When the
Federal Reserve took over the banking system, it happened because congress gave it to

them. They went in and signed the Federal Reserve Act – go read it! If you look at
section 16 it tells you that the Federal Reserve Note [from now on: FRN] is an obligation
of the US and it’s for internal use – for FR agents – it was never meant for you and I!
When 1917 came along and we get into WWI, then they created the Trading with the
Enemy Act, which also dealt with the currency. They twisted it to deal with FRN in
Germany, because the FR went into Germany and made them take on the FRN in order to
do the war.
We can show in our own congressional records that in 1917 Lindberg was on the floor of
congress stating that when they passed that 1913 FR Act, little did the people know that
they had become the credit line. Our money was no longer backed by gold and silver; the
people themselves became the source of the credit. In 1928 our government handed over
close to 61 billion in gold bullion to the FR; in 1959 they handed over nearly 51 billion –
and in 1929 we had a stock market crash. That’s because our government was handing
out gold to the FR to crash our economy, and 1930 they gave out close to another 13
billion. The cost of the stock market crash was self-induced by our own government
in order to enslave the people. They put us into servitude and passed what was known
as the 1933 Amendatory Act, also known as the Banking Relief Act, under public law 148
stat c1, which is what declared the people to be enemies of the state. We now are
classified as enemies. The people didn’t realize it back then, and they realize it today
either.
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When they did this our government handed over its natural resources and then they
pledged your body, your work, your property to the system as the backing credit. They
handed over the gold, and they handed you over as collateral for any of the oil and natural
resources to be pillaged and plundered. None of it is being used to pay for the debt
because they can keep extorting the people instead – this is enslavement.
In 1935 they passed the Social Security Act supposedly for old age, disabilities and
pensions. But there’s more to it than that. Cause when you get into title 5 section 501
502, the federal government gave a dollar amount on you, and it shows that 1.8 million
dollars is what you’re worth and that the state got 1 million dollars – and you need to go
back and read that, because people have different interpretations of this. I’m reading it
that it gave 1 million per birth certificate per annual year. Some people have a different
opinion on this but nevertheless the federal government put a dollar on you for what
you’re worth. We’ve had people go and verify that we’re worth millions of dollars.
In 1940 they passed what was known as the Alien Registration Act, and this works with
the birth certificate. This supported the Social Security Act of 1935; a birth certificate
has to be created in order to show that there was a live birth. During this time period,
Congressmen McFadden was talking about the FR and was explaining that the FRN was
not money – it was an exchange where you’re giving something tangible, such as your
property, gold, your work, for a piece of paper that would merely promise to pay you
someday. And this was never explained to the people.
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In other congressional records between 32 and 33, they stated that that note – the FRN –
did not have so much of a pennies worth of backing, but that it was the credit of the
people (and this goes back to Lindberg saying that you’re the credit line). You’re
physical being and signature IS the credit line, and this is what McFadden was saying:
you sign something and that creates the credit because you pledged your labor. That’s
what the Amendatory Act and Bankruptcy of 1933 was all about. This thing has 2
different names, but it discloses the fact that you are enslaved here. You have been put
into bondage for the credit of this country. This was never explained to the people.
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They have manipulated the people and we have become complacent because we didn’t
know. Every time we have an issue we’re told to go to a lawyer, but the lawyer is going
to lie through his teeth and deny all of this. They’ll say we’re misinterpreting this.
Nonetheless, it was recently proven that our signatures are being sold on the stock market
which validates what we’ve been saying. The moment they created the Act of 1871 we
lost our government, which became a corporation. With the Reconstruction Act of 1867
and 14th amendment putting everyone under the federal side, the moment the federal
government became a corporation, so did the states. It is that simple.
We’ve been enslaved ever since. But because we’re not being taught, we’re being
sidestepped, and everything is done behind close doors, and we don’t realize it. And the
other part we don’t realize is that all of this has come under International Law after
1945 when the International Organization Immunities Act was created and placed our
government under UN jurisdiction. It placed every single government – our state
government, our federal government, right down to the mayor – under UN jurisdiction.
In 1983 under Executive Order 12425 came the International Criminal Police
Organization, which was done by Ronald Reagan. It says:
“By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and statutes of
the United States, including Section 1 of the International Organizations Immunities Act
(59 Stat. 669, 22 U.S.C. 288), it is hereby ordered that the International Criminal Police
Organization (INTERPOL), in which the United States participates pursuant to 22 U.S.C.
263a, is hereby designated as a public international organization entitled to enjoy the
privileges, exemptions and immunities conferred by the International Organizations
Immunities Act; except those provided by Section 2(c), the portions of Section 2(d) and
Section 3 relating to customs duties and federal internal-revenue importation taxes,
Section 4, Section 5, and Section 6 of that Act. This designation is not intended to abridge
in any respect the privileges, exemptions or immunities which such organization may
have acquired or may acquire by international agreement or by Congressional action.”
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Ronald Reagan just gave Interpol jurisdiction in this country! Obama, in 2009,
amended the Executive Order under his Executive Order 132524, designated Interpol as a
public international organization entitled to enjoy certain privileges, exemptions and
immunities. Interpol has jurisdiction in this country over its public officials.
I want you to think about several years ago, to when Hilary Clinton was Secretary of
State. When Arizona was creating legislation to deport illegal aliens, Clinton did not go
to US Congress – she went to the UN to bring charges against the governor and the
legislation for committing crimes against humanity and the rights of illegal aliens. She
went to the UN under the International Organization and Immunities Act.
So now we have another problem – we not only don’t have a government – having a
corporation instead – but it is a foreign power and no longer a US government that we put
in on Election Day. That Nov. 2nd Election Day was a ruse to make you think that you
have a government by holding an election. Those 12 hours from 9 to 9 we have a
constitutional government. After that, it’s all International – it’s all corporate business.
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This is why these courts aren’t operating in this country under the constitution or its own
set of rules… Because it doesn’t have to! Under title 22 CFR – which means Foreign
Relations – this is where their oath of office comes in: its under 92.12 to 92.30. If you go
to title 8 USC, under alien residence, § 1481, when these people took their oath to office
they had to relinquish their national citizenship which goes back to the Reconstruction
Act when they had to relinquish their state citizenship and take on the federal side.
Our history and statutes show all this but we the people aren’t realizing it, and we’re not
recognizing that we have been thrown to the wolves as slaves. The purpose of having a
license – for example, to get married – is that you’re going to the government to ask for
their permission! You’re asking for their approval for you to get married, and without
their consent you cannot get a marriage license. The same thing goes with driver’s
licenses – and your automobile belongs to the state.
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I was sitting with one gentleman the other day – the guy was in court and the prosecutor
told him “driving is a privilege.” The guy looked at him and says “so what you just told
me is that I’m now a slave and you’re my master and I need your permission. Without
your permission I can’t drive.”
Ladies and Gentlemen, that’s what this has come down to. Unless we get their consent,
and we get their approval, we’re not allowed to do anything. And yet, who puts them into
office? We didn’t go to them to get their approval to put them into office – they came to

you and asked you for that job! And for those 9 hours, they work for us. Think about it –
this is simple.
From the Reconstruction Act of 1867 up to present date we’ve walked you through how
we used to have a government, how it turned into a corporation, and from a corporation it
went into international jurisdiction. This is the short history of the layout. This gets into
war crimes on their side.
This country has been committing war crimes and violating human rights since its
beginning. With the genocide of Native Americans, and now what they are doing even to
us – the pharmaceutical companies are creating experimental drugs to test on the people
to see the side effects. How many people die? What are the side effects of all of this?
Start looking at what this country did… And then start looking at what the Nazis were
being tried for at the Nuremburg trials. You’re going to see more hate crime, more
violation of peace, more violation against human rights in THIS country than Germany
ever thought about doing. We have become complacent with this – it becomes a way of
life in this country, as “standard operating procedure”. They have desensitized the
American people and that’s why the American people don’t get upset; they’ll say “well
that’s just how they do it, they’ve done this for the last 200 years.”
You’re right and that’s the point! They’ve been doing it for the last 200 years. It’s
complacency on our part, and until we start standing up and saying “no more”, and until
our voices are heard and we start hammering the system – and this means you start
petitioning your legislators, you start petitioning and start suing the courts, you start
bringing these claims in every time we’re dragged in, until they start realizing that we
understand this – then and only then will they change. And they won’t change before
that.
Think about it. We have been living this for hundreds of years – they’ve indoctrinated us
and we’ve just gone along with it.
Thank you and have a good day.

